In Kathmandu, I watch a stout Nepalese woman collect her cargo from the security xray machine. She
grabs mesh bags of potatoes and garlic while unmarked brown boxes, giant burlap sacks and strangely
shaped objects wrapped in newspaper topple all around her, exiting the xray machine with no obvious
owners. Nobody is concerned. Cargo far outstrips people in this airport lined with a dozen checkin
counters, many unmanned and all singleserving size, more like booths at a carnival than an official
enterprise. Despite the growing number of inanimate objects being shoveled in, the room bustles with
activity. Porters carry their unwieldy sacks here and there, hardly making a dent in the growing pile, while
people in various uniforms—suits, reflector vests, pilot jackets—walk around the room with no obvious
concern for checking us in.
My boyfriend Oscar and I each have a single pack which, even by trekking standards, are small.
When a woman in a sharp suit finally comes to check us in, exchanging our proof of ticket purchase for
two large blue bookmarks with nothing but the number ’22’ stamped at the top, she weighs our packs and
then whisks them away, unimpressed. We are left with nothing but our wallets and our numbered
cardstock.
We are flying to Lukla, a tiny town set deep in the Himalayan mountainside, because the
alternative is a brutal fiveday trek from Jiri, which itself requires an eight hour bus ride through the
Nepalese hillside. Although Oscar jokes about how dying by fire is most certainly the worst way to go,
slightly worse than drowning but far and away worse than freezing to death in a crevasse (which, he notes
pointedly, could be a possibility on this trip too if we wanted) we admit that the bus ride through the
hillside poses a similar threat.
But comparative analysis does nothing for my beating heart. Lukla’s airstrip is only ten times
longer than the tiny planes they put you in to get there because on one end it sports a fantastic Himalayan
mountainside and on the other it drops precipitously away. Pilots land by sight alone and any suggestion
of storm grounds all planes to and from. Amidst the chaos of the domestic terminal of Kathmandu, which
looks suspiciously unfinished, I worry about exactly what kind of decision I have made.
We enter the departure terminal: another unfinished large room with a variety of broken lights
hanging from the ceiling and a pleasant family of pigeons watching us from the rafters. My nervousness
about dying by fire is eclipsed only by my uncertainty of its worth. Yet the morbid fantasy calms me, so I
spend some time imagining my death, adding detail to the grisly scene, first envisioning the
headbetweentheknees bracingmaneuver, the impact, and then the escape from the burning plane. I
imagine scrambling away, awaiting the explosion of the gas tank. I think of who I would call first and if I
would go back to try to save others. It is horrid and gruesome and the worst thing I can think of happening
right now but in my head I get through it. It makes me feel solid and ready.
I have stupidly left my jacket in my pack and the bitter Nepalese morning is not at all impressed
by my being indoors. I overhear a woman explaining that the cabin will not be pressurized.
Flight 22 is called. Ten of us exit the building and pile onto a bus which is driven in a large arc
around planes of various sizes on the tarmac. We pull up to a small, boxy plane with landing wheels
jutting out from the main body and a tail spur tied down to the main body with loose wires. I count seven
windows on our side, including the cockpit.
We file out of the bus and one by one walk the three steps up and into the plane, all hunched over
and shuffling to take one of the eleven seats. Four line each side and a threeseater bench brings up the
rear. I get the last seat on the left and buckle in.

A single, redlipped hostess walks down the aisle silently with a straw basket of cotton balls and
milk toffees. I follow suit of the others, grabbing cotton balls to plug my ears and a milk toffee for my
nerves. I pop the milk toffee in my mouth, eager for the sugar to hit my veins. The hostess barely makes it
to the back of the plane before the propellers start thundering, an utter roar that sends her quickly to her
seat. Then we are speeding down the unmarked tarmac and I remember that woman’s comment about the
unpressurized cabin and I push the candy into that space between my gums and lip, just above my back
right tooth, suddenly sure that I need it to constantly salivate and swallow to stop from popping my ears.
With no audible announcement, the plane takes us to the air swiftly.
I swallow the milk toffee whole.
We soar over Kathmandu, its rectangular buildings sporting outjutting windows and a variety of
pastel colors, creams and browns and pinks and yellows and blues, a great patchwork of a city. The
buildings are multistory and slightly off kilter with each other. They fan out in all directions, then thin,
then disappear as the land becomes green and brown and mountainous. For a while there is nothing but
hills and the speckled pattern of green trees far below, then we start to see the tan singletrack roads
zigzag up and down between clusters of tinroofed houses or sometimes between nothing at all. Now the
hills start to rise, they get vigorous and serious and we get closer to them, our shadow a faint spot that
crystallizes into the tiny, dark mimicry of our plane flying over the entrance to the Himalayas.
Finally I spot the snowcapped mountains in the distance, a line of godly, ragged peaks which
melt into a cascade of brown before disappearing into a blue haze, utterly disconnected from the hillside
below. They look more like clouds than mountains, as effervescent and alluring as an oasis. They look
like heaven. The vision of the plane crash sits tenderly in the back of my mind, its flames licking at the
glory of the mountain range I crave to experience so fully. It is only in the distraction of this far more
likely fantasy of beauty that I admit to my inevitable death in the crash and hope mostly for a quick end.
I don’t see Lukla as we approach but I watch our shadow on the hillside grow its wings and tail
on the tumbling hills below. As suddenly as we took flight, the tarmac is below us and we rumble onto it,
our roar growing as we desperately brake up the airstrip and sharply turn to the right onto a small apron of
tarmac, big enough for four tiny planes. Immediately a waiting plane takes to the airstrip and from my
window I see it shoot down the black road, lifting into the air mere meters before the tarmac itself
disappears with the mountain leaving nothing but a straight drop down into the valley.
In Lukla, we do not bother with the arrival terminal. Perhaps there is none. We walk off the plane
into another collection of cargo, stacks and stacks of bottled soft drinks and cans of beer wrapped in
grubby plastic. Luggage is piled alongside burlap sacks on long metal dollies. We grab our packs and go.
The mountains are everpresent and everywhere. They sit behind me or in front and I am in them,
with their tender tips pressing firmly to the sky. We are not yet high enough for snow but the ragged
peaks we see across and into the valley have that childlike sprinkle of white at the top, as if the Himalaya
were catering to the whimsical drawings of my nephews. I struggle to lower my eyes to the single path
that surrounds the airstrip.
We eat breakfast on a large, empty balcony where we can watch the planes. Each plane takes off
immediately after another has arrived. They drive out off the apron to the top of the airstrip, first facing
the mountain and then making a sharp turn to face downhill. They rev their engines, the sound of the
props filling the whole town, and finally they rumble down the strip gaining speed. Each plane takes off
with its own distance from the end of the runway, but they all take off before the end, lifting up above the

hillside to fly trekkers and porters home. Each flight is a terrifying, deafening flirt with danger. The
mountains don’t care for our human endeavors but today they grace us with clear blue skies.
My heart is pounding. We have come to the Himalayas without a plan. In July of the previous
year we began to get itchy feet, a year past college graduation and a desire to get out of our offices and
into something wild. We signed onto a shortened lease with the knowledge that something would have to
change. Oscar hated Boston, which has crappy New England weather and where the rock climbing is far
away and not as high as that out west. But I loved my job and my coworkers and couldn’t bare to leave
them only a year in. We bartered against each other’s desires, committed to some compromise we hadn’t
yet found.
In November, Oscar lost his job and found a new one, all in the same, nervewracking week. His
new job wouldn’t start until May and we found our compromise. My boss breezily gave me three months
off, unpaid but with a promise to take me back, regretting my absence but knowing that if I didn’t scratch
my itch I would find a more permanent solution. We pooled our money and began doling it out to plane
tickets and travel insurance, watching it dwindle before we even left the U.S. We spent a week in the
Philippines, finding beaches and rice paddies because the layover was free and, hey, so were we, and then
a month in Japan, living with my older brother and babysitting for my new nephew, six months old and
sure to forget my love. After Japan, to Nepal. All we knew about Nepal was that we loved throughhiking,
that intricate experience of living on the trail. We had had two beautiful, intense experiences hiking
through the Californian Sierra Nevada and figured if we could go anywhere to hike, we should go to the
Himalayas. It is the mountain range that calls to all kinds of romantics for claiming nine of the ten highest
peaks in the world, including the king of them all, Sagarmatha, or Mt Everest. It is grand and foreboding
and we, like so many romantics, knew not a thing about it.
We picked our trek, the three high passes, late, only a week before arriving in Nepal. We picked it
because it was meant to be one of the best in the world and because I could find decent information about
it online. Though there would be lodges the whole way we could technically camp and optimistically
brought a tent. The trek would take us up to 18,000 feet and over glorious glaciers as we picked our way
over a tiny portion of the southern skirt of the Himalayas. We would pass close to Everest Base Camp.
We would walk among the Sherpas. We would see the most glorious mountains the world had ever made.
We hardly know the name of the three passes, those treacherous high points which are actually
the lowest path through the mountain range. We had heard that one or two might be closed. We are there
in early spring and the snow has yet to melt enough to permit a single, brave guide to make their tracks
across the perilous landscape such that numerous, inexperienced trekkers can diligently follow them. An
avalanche in Gokyo valley is mentioned.
But, we are invariably told, the weather changes. It will take you many days to get there. They
may be open when you arrive.
After breakfast we explore Lukla. Apart from a ring of lodges around the airport, it has a single
road peeling outwards. We could follow it all the way to Namche Bazar, the next town we head for, and
past that, ambitiously, all the way to the top of Mt. Everest. Instead we stop where the buildings end at a
large white gateway adorned with the bust of a smiling woman and paintings of prayerpressed hands and
flowers. We want to pass underneath her. Our feet feel fresh and eager. But we need to spend a day in
Lukla to acclimatize to the altitude.
Behind the airstrip we find steep and rocky trails, scraggly vegetation that holds on for dear life
and gnarled trees staking their claim in this dangerous landscape. We scramble up the mountainside and

I’m hit, immediately, at the lungs. I’m out of breathe within steps and each further one feels like an
immense effort I’m not convinced I can make. Oscar walks up easily and while he, too, complains of
being winded his cadence hardly falters. The short walk up to the viewpoint pounds me. I have no idea
what I’m doing. And, of course, we never really find the viewpoint. Instead, we pick a point and view:
across the valley the mountains are close and vivid things, dark brown and jagged with depth from the
snow that peppers the top of them. We look at the peaks we can see from Lukla and understand that we
will be trekking high above them, pushing up to heights so far from us we can’t yet see them.
A question lurks in the back of my mind and in some ways it is so constant and so familiar that it
is strange that it ever truly comes to the forefront. It is a question that comes to haunt me and indeed has
been haunting me for years, has brought me here, might take me home.
‘Do I want to do this?’
What a loaded question.
We scramble back down to the dotting of buildings that amount to the village. In the afternoon
the clouds roll in, eye level and close but not touching us. They hide our view of the mountains, turning
everything past the airstrip into an empty grey void which feels right in front of my eyes and, at once,
very distant.
My anxiety doesn’t lift as the evening wears on. My heart continues to pound and this sudden,
constant awareness of my blood being pushed through my body sends me into confusion because I don’t
feel worried. I feel comfortable on trails. I feel comfortable with Oscar. But, as ever, my body disagrees.
It births a different kind of worry.
We eat dinner in what appears to be a woman’s home. She prepares dal bhat for us, a huge plate
of white rice, sided with stir fried potatoes and bok choy and carrots and finished with a bowl of lentil
soup. In addition she offers us hot milk tea out of an enormous thermos, which is sweet and dark. The
food is delicious and salty.
We return to our lodge which is toasted by a large metal stove in the middle. We sit for a while,
reading and writing, listening to the group of Australians to our right get to know each other, asking the
group of Americans to our left, who had just returned from Everest Base Camp, what the conditions were
like. Their guide tells us that Cho La Pass is still closed but it might be open in a week. We begin a tried
and true habit of looking over our map after every meal, getting to know the names of the towns and their
order.
The map, though scaled, neglects to mark towntotown distance. Instead it marks every town
with a precise elevation. Soon this shift will happen in our minds and we will learn to stop wondering
‘how far’; everything will become ‘how high’. In addition our map contains helpful and terrifying
comments about certain dangerous parts of the trail. It suggests crampons and ropes, warns of crevasses
(stay left!) and slippery ascents. Oscar begins suggesting that we don’t cross the passes even if they do
open. He suggests this with the weariness of someone who knows enough to be afraid. I, in the
comforting position of the blissful idiot, tell him certainly not. No one on the internet had ever mentioned
needing crampons or knowing about crevasse rescue. The most anyone had advised was to ‘seek local
advice.’ That we would do. That we were doing! And the guides we spoke to never said, ‘You guys look
really underprepared. Did you even bring an ice axe?’ Instead they all kindly told us which passes were
open and which were not. Easy.

And in that moment, it is easy. Easy to be confident in this decision. Easy to justify the terrifying
flight. Easy to be behind the grand plan. It is conversation easy. It is thoughtless easy. It is external easy.
It is easy like typing this. It is easy like words.
In my crappy twin bed that night, my heart still clunking around my chest as I hear, of all things,
scurrying in the walls, the ease falls away. This room, with its cold, dry air and its paperthin walls and its
location and its meaning and its distance from everything I know, is not easy. Yet desperately I think of
the floating mountain ranges sitting atop the sky I saw as we flew into Lukla. The oasis. The heaven. I
dream of how they will fill me with fear and beauty and glory and heartache and every other emotion that
rips me to the core.
But even as my heart climbs dangerously towards my throat, something I will eventually learn to
separate from my anxiety and blame, instead, on the thinning atmosphere, I do not predict the permeating
effect these mountains will have on me. How the sight of them, from the various places I will stand and
sit and walk, will imprint in my heart forever. How I will be captured by their scale. How I will not be
able to let their sight go. They will bring me to tears. And then, after claiming their rightful place as gods,
they will force me to descend.

